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Why is it that when President Obama was separating children from parents at the border it was
perfectly fine, but when Donald Trump does the very same, it’s a national scandal? Why is it that when
President Trump issues and executive order to prevent families from being separated—what the
Democrats were whining about—now, it’s not good enough because families are detained together?
Will Trump’s actions ever be enough for Democrats? No. Why? It’s because what Democrats really
want goes far beyond open borders. It’s about power. The quest for power is one of the fundamental
forces driving human nature. That’s why to Democrats the policies enacted are not as important as who
it is that is enacting them. If it’s not them, it’s to be rejected, because they dare not accede to someone
else’s claim to power.
How do Democrats seek to gain power? By growing the plantation. It’s no different than it was at the
time of the writing of our Constitution. There is nothing new under the sun. During America’s formative
years the Southern Democrat plantation owners measured their power by the number of slaves they
owned. In fact, that was the very reason slaves were counted as three fifths of a person, not because
they were thought to be three fifths of a person, but simply because if they were fully counted for
congressional representation the South would have had much higher pro-slavery representation in the
Congress. The three-fifths clause was actually and anti-slavery provision, but of course, you’ll never hear
that from the “progressive” establishment.
The Democrats have not changed their tactics. But, now they need more than African-Americans on the
plantation. They need to bring in a new wave of people they can register as Democrats to win more
elections to insure their hold on power. They will use anyone, even innocent children, to advance their
cause. The ends justifies the means in their book. Nothing is wrong that serves to undermine and
remove Donald Trump from his position of power in their book. Grow the plantation. Expand federal
benefits. Keep them dependent on us, and we’ll be assured to remain in power over them. It’s a
demonic strategy at its core, and must be defeated by freedom-loving Americans of every political
persuasion. Uninformed Democrats must realize who it is that is pulling their strings and must throw off
the control, and think for themselves, or we will cease to be One Nation Under God, and instead
become one big plantation under one big plantation owner. God forbid!

